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Thursday Keynote: Fred Collopy – Designing Large Systems: Five Stories; Five Lessons 
 

Abstract: 

Systems thinking and design practice share the characteristic that to be successful each must concern 
itself with attending to the needs of the whole and to the interactions among its parts. And they suffer 
the same fate when they succeed. Inevitably they produce unintended consequences and unanticipated 
side effects. But there is a radical difference in their typical starting places and their logics. 

Systems thinking starts most often with a system’s objectives. Due attention is often given to engaging a 
variety of stakeholders in the identification of those objectives, to the specifics of their articulation, and 
even at times to questioning them, but the objective is the “thing.” At its most creative systems thinking 
is often marked by an expansion of the assumptions about the boundary of the system, which in turn 
shifts our understanding of its objectives. Design generally starts from a different place, a place which is 
almost the opposite of that which serves systems thinking. Design recognizes the importance of an 
objective but seldom privileges one and instead judges the merit of a design by the multiplicity of 
objectives it achieves, many of which may not even have been anticipated. Instead, design often starts 
from and focuses attention on constraints. Charles Eames put it nicely when he said “Here is one of the 
few effective keys to the design problem—the ability of the designer to recognize as many of the 
constraints as possible. ”So, while the system thinker is concerned with how relations among a system’s 
elements, such as its inputs, transformations, feedback, requisite variety and guarantors, produce a 
desired output, the designer is concerned with how creatively and effectively a design’s elements, such 
as its materials, form, energy, interaction and aesthetic experience, are synthesized into a humanly 
satisfying whole. We might say that the system thinker makes logico-analytic abstractions of how the 
world works while the designer makes synthetic-artistic moves that shape how the world is experienced. 
At this moment, there appears to be in process an exciting dynamic that is drawing the two closer 
together. My thesis is that because the world’s, each society’s, and indeed most businesses’ problems 
have grown so particular and so complex, designers need the perspective of systems thinkers and 
systems thinkers need the tools of designers. While reflecting on these broad and important matters, I 
will tell five personal stories. Each is a story of designing. And each involves what, for me at least, was a 
large and complex system. From each I will draw a lesson that I think may apply to the current moment. 
In the early days of personal computing I designed, produced and marketed The Desk Organizer, one of 
the first personal information management systems. As a PhD student, I designed Rule-Based 
Forecasting, an approach to time series analysis that integrates simple mathematical extrapolation 
models with human judgment. With colleagues at the Weatherhead School I designed a representation 
of accounting and financial information that can improve decisions, though it presents no numbers to its 
users. Most recently I have been working with colleagues on redesigning MBA education. And 
throughout my professional life, I have retreated into the design of imager, an instrument to play 
abstract graphics in the way that musicians play sounds. Finally, I will reiterate some concerns that I 
have expressed about this moment and will express them in the form of considerations for going 
forward. 


